


The world is changing faster than ever before. 

Company structures change. People change the way 

they interact, privately and in business. It is not the 

future, it is the present. All people around you 

will be a part of the global revolution within 

1-2 years!

2019 marks the beginning of the real Crowd Economy 

revolution and it will soon affect every aspect of your 

money; how you earn it, save it, invest it & spend it!



As the first company ever, Crowd1 connect crowd marketing and online 

networking with online gaming in a revolutionary way. 

The Crowd1 business model with online networking is first and the strongest 
ever to give millions of people the opportunity to take part in the world's largest 

and most lucrative entertainment industry.  



THE POWER OF THE CROWD!

Using crowd marketing and online networking to create a solid crowd of members, eager to 
take advantage of agreements negotiated with profitable third party companies, Crowd1 is 
creating a truly unique business model. A business model tailored for the world of sharing 
economy and online networking!

“Crowd1 creates the power of the crowd to 
enable residual income for millions of people.”

Currently the most profitable industry is the gaming industry. 
Crowd1 shall introduce our customer base to this industry in a 
way that will create substantial recurring revenue for Crowd1 
members without being a gaming company and without 
arranging any payments to a gaming company.



The key to succeeding online is to use the latest technology to build 
a business everyone understands in a minute with a service that 
everyone wants, already knows and loves to spend time on! 

The Crowd1 Marketing model is the most powerful way of building an 
online network business ever, featuring the strongest digital online 
networking and crowd marketing platform in the world. 

Crowd1 have created a unique system for the largest global movement 
ever and opened access for all people to benefit from a system which 
just a few years ago was only accessible for big companies.



THE FIRST

100% MOBILE
ONLINE NETWORKING COMPANY

Crowd1 is always on the forefront of technology, now 
featuring a fully both android and iOS app and a 
responsive web site adapted for the increasing 
smartphone usage, delivering a great mobile 
experience to all of our associates.

ADAPTED FOR EVERY GLOBAL MARKET WITH

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
HI-END REAL-TIME



THE FIVE MINUTE BUSINESS

min

Working with a partners products that 
everyone already knows and loves, finds 
exciting and wants to spend money on - 
needs no explaining or convincing, is the key 
to success.  

“Everyone already understand the 
product! And it only takes 5 minutes 
to explain the power of Crowd1.”

The Crowd1 business model is so easy to 
understand that people will see the opportunity 
in a minute and get started within 5 minutes!  



STAGE 1 – PRELAUNCH
The Crowd1 Prelaunch started January 25th 2019 and is running 
until 1st of August 2019. During the pre-launch, you will get the 
unique opportunity to build a global business in a way that never 
been possible before! As a pioneer, you’ll be able to take part of 
the company’s success and a greater part of all future income.

OWNER RIGHTS DURING PRELAUNCH
The earlier you join during prelaunch, the more beneficial the Owner Rights program 

will be for you, as the Owner Rights will steadily increase in value. The Owner rights 
will only be available during the prelaunch and with the growth during prelaunch and 
directly after launch in 2019

STAGE 2 – CROWD 1 LAUNCH
Launch of Crowd1, Affilgo and the global partners. Crowd1 and 
Affilgo enters full operational mode. The revolutionary recurring 
bonus systems are activated and all members can now invite 
online gaming players from all over the world.



As an early member in Crowd1 - you will get the chance to obtain 
free Owner Rights, which is a new and revolutionary form of future 
options. 

You get more Owner Rights the earlier you join!

Owner Rights growth since 
start of pre-launch 450%

Owner Rights are your way in to 
taking part of all future revenue 
streams created by Crowd1 
third party companies.



Free Owner Rights are available in all member packages, in the bonus 
system and are distributed during the pre-launch period to all members 
who build their business and network within the company. Crowd1 
combines monthly cash payouts with a growth in value that is based on 
the biggest and fastest growing entertainment industry in the world.

“It will allow you and the entire crowd to make money not 
only on your initial payment but the entire Crowd1s’ activity!”

The Owner rights will only be available during the prelaunch and with the growth during pre-launch and 
after launch in 2019, all pioneers and members will be able to get a very good return on their Owner 
Rights since the user base will increase massively.



CROWD MARKETING & ONLINE NETWORKING

Crowd1 must not be mistaken for a gaming or gambling company. 
Crowd1 uses online networking and the most modern methods for 
customer acquisition, including affiliate systems, to create a solid 
customer base.  

The Crowd1 customer base is then introduced to external partners 
through Affilgo, in the form of licensed gaming companies, where 
agreements are made for profit sharing. No gaming or gambling are 
made by Crowd1 or on the Crowd1 website and no money is paid to 
such sites via the Crowd1 website.





THE ONLINE GAMING INDUSTRY IN 2019

Online gambling is the largest 
entertainment industry there is.#1
OVER 50% of the World’s Population 
Take part in some form of online 
gaming, every year!

50%



AFFILGO ONLINE GAMING

Crowd1 takes the step into the world’s largest 
entertainment industry, online gaming  

Most people are familiar with gambling and likes to play 
in any way. Working with something that everyone 
already knows and loves and want is the key to success.

As the first company ever, Crowd1 uniquely connects crowd 
marketing and online networking with online gaming in a unique 
and revolutionary way.



EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO AFFILGO

All Crowd1 members get exclusive access to AffilGO - A 
brand new crowd marketing site where you can build 
your global gaming network on a world class platform 
with real money paid directly from gaming companies.

The global online gambling industry is one 
of the biggest and most rapidly expanding 
market on the planet at the moment. 
Online gambling has proven to be the 
biggest phenomenon in recent years. 



THE ONLINE GAMING INDUSTRY IN 2019

Casino

Sports Betting

Lottery

Bingo

Poker
Mahjong

Some of the games that dominate



E X C L U S I V E  A C C E S S
All Crowd1 members get exclusive access to Miggster - 
online mobile games and social media game



Hundreds of millions of people around the world 
play online mobile games and social media games 
every day and it becomes millions of new players 
every day  

No payments are made from Miggster. All payments are 
made directly to/from third party gaming companies



CROWD1 MEMBERSHIP

You can easily join today with credit codes, Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, credit card or regular wire transfer from your 
bank account.

“Your business will start to grow directly after joining Crowd1, with the Owner Rights and 
Streamline value increasing only by people joining after you!”

Streamlined payment for crowd marketing and online networking



CROWD1 MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION IN 1 MINUTE



CREDIT PAYMENT

A new member have 10 days to pay the Credit Code 
via bank transfer, Bitcoin or with funds earned from 
Crowd1 bonuses! After 10 days, if the Credit code is 

not paid, the login is automatically closed and the user 
stops accumulating binary points and earn bonuses.

Imagine you’ve had a great meeting, webinar or sent out information on 
social media and they want to join Crowd1 right away! With Credit Codes 
you can get them active and ready for the opportunity in less than 1 minute, 
starting making money and filling up their accounts.

Crowd1 has invented a new world first in online networking



SECURE AND EASY FUND AND WITHDRAWAL

All aspects of money, payments, transactions, 
investments and withdrawals are of highest priority. 

Verifying your identity before any withdrawals is important 
both to comply with regulations, but also to provide the 
best possible security to you and your Crowd1 account. 



Owner Rights

Streamline Level

Matching level 

Education voucher

White

€ 100

3

1

€ 99

€ 99

Black

€ 300

8

2

€ 299

€ 299

Gold

€ 1,000

12

4

€ 799

€ 799

Titanium

€ 3,500

15

5

€ 2,499

€ 2,499



WORLD CLASS BONUSES
All of the Crowd1 bonus systems is the nest generation of online 
networking and crowd marketing bonuses and totally changing 
the income possibilities with revolutionary bonuses like 1/3 
Binary, 5 Level Matching, Streamline Bonus, Fear of Loss and 
Gaming Residual Bonus.

CROWD1 serves ALL our members with a world class mix of amazing real-time and 
long term residual bonus systems built to suit your individual goals, whatever they 

might be.These are our different powerful bonus types designed to work in tandem 
to create motivation, wealth, growth and duplication in your network.



AFFILIATE BONUS

“The strongest Affiliate Bonus ever, 1 / 3 balance!”

Each new signup gives you a different amount 
depending on their package level and your 
imbalanced points in the left / right leg. 

In order to be qualified for this bonus, you must have 
balance - at least 1 member in each leg. Affiliate 1 / 3 
balance to maximise bonus.

€9  up to  €36

€27  up to  €108

€72  up to  €288

€225  up to  €900

720p

Qualification: Invite 2 members. One in each leg, left and right. 
Points: You will get paid points on both signups. 10 points = €1. 

720 points + 720 points = 1440 points = €144 

720 points + 2 x 720 points = 2160 points = €216 

720 points + 3 x 720 points = 2880 points = €288 

If you get points that are not within the 1/3 balance, they are saved for 

6 months, awaiting points in the other team.

YOU



Very often when building two teams, one team will be 
considerably larger than the other. With 1/3 balance you 
solve, up to three times as many points from your larger 
team when points are generated in your smaller team.

Example 1/3 Balance: 
If you have 10,000 points in your larger team and a person 
with Titanium membership (2250 points) joins in your 
smaller team, you free 6750 points from your larger team. A 
total of 9000 points are released, which generates € 900 
which is paid out in bonus.

2250 + 6750 = 9000 p = €900 Bonus

90 p

720 p

720 p

2250 p

2250 p

270 p

270 p

90 p

90 p

New Member

2250 p

YOU

Total   6750 p

AFFILIATE BONUS



Matching bonus is a bonus to motivate you to help your personally 
sponsored people succeed. This bonus pays out percentage based 
on your personally sponsored teams Affiliate bonus. 

When a member you have introduced earns Affiliate bonus, you get a 
payment equal to 10% of their Affiliate bonus. When your personal 
introduced members introduce new members, you get 10% of their 
Affiliate bonus and so on, in up to 5 levels. 

The depth of your matching bonus depends on your number of personally 
sponsored associates and the number sets the Matching Level. 

The Matching Bonus pays out a percentage baed on your personally sponsored 
team’s Affiliate Bonus in a 5 level uni-level structure. 

The number of personally sponsored members Matching level can be 4,8,12,16 or 
20

4

8

12

16

20

PERSONAL

10% 10%10% 10% 10%

10% 10%10% 10%

10% 10% 10%

10% 10%

10%

MATCHING BONUS



All new members who enter the company 
worldwide are placed in your Streamline right 
after you have signed up a qualified member. 

The first bonus ever, where you’ll be able to earn 
money just by joining!

As soon as you join CROWD1, all paid members joining after you in the 
whole company counts into your Streamline Bonus Levels!  

Your 1st level in the Streamline Bonus are FREE without qualification! 

Streamline count starts directly after the date and time of your signup  

All Streamline Bonus is payed out in exclusive limited Owner rights

Hour 1

Hour 2

New Member
STREAMLINE BONUS



See your 50 latest qualified member signups live in 
your Crowd1 back office, all of them add up to your 
potential Streamline Bonus! 

Watch how your Owner Rights value increases and how 
your number of Owner Rights grows each week!

STREAMLINE BONUS



Use this incredibly motivating bonus to get a 
powerful start of you Crowd1 business! 

On top of the €3000 bonus you also get the normal 
binary, matching and streamliner bonuses, the 
return are some one of the most generous online 
networking bonuses of all time!

Detailed rules: 

• The 14 day timer starts when you sign up. 

• You must have paid for your package. 

• The amount you get to keep is €3000 if you invite 4 Titanium members, 
€1000 if you invite 4 Gold members, €375 if you invite 4 Black members and 
€125 if you invite 4 White members. 

• If there is a combination of packages, for example 2 Black and 2 White, the 
lesser bonus, in this case €125, will be what you are qualified to keep.

FEAR OF LOSS BONUS



The first truly functional recurring income 
bonus for online networking based on the 
world's greatest entertainment industry that 
people love and want to use and spend money 
on month after month, year after year! 

The Affiliate Residual Bonus is a direct kickback from the 
money spent in any of the many online gaming products 
offered by Crowd1 and Affilgo third party companies, well 
known companies with competitive products at a great 
value.

Month after Month - Year after Year!

AFFILIATE RESIDUAL



New levels are reached by building your binary 
balance and earning money in Crowd1. A new level 
will give you access to a higher residual income. 

When you reach Level 8, you will be invited to a 
luxury VIP vacation to Las Vegas!

NETWORK LEVELS



REGISTER TODAY!

WWW.CROWD1.COM


